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K- AND L-5HELL X-RAY PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS FOR
ALPHA PARTICLES IN THE 1 TO 4 ííleV RANGE ON

SELECTED THIN TARGETS

By

Christopher Graham Soares

Chairman: Henri A. '\lan Rinsvelt
lllajor Department: Physics

K- and L-shell x-ray production cross sections have

been measured for alpha particle bombardment of a uuide range

of thin targets. Total K-shell x-ray production cross sec¬

tions were measured for 1.0 to 4.4 [YeV alpha particles on

Ti, V, Illn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ge, and Se. Also, K and K„
0L p

production cross sections were measured for 1.5 to 4.25 fileV

alpha particles on Y, Ag, and 5n, while 1.0 to 4.0 lYleV alpha

particles were used to measure L ., L , L0, LVl , and L,,£ a p U Y2,3,6
production cross sections for Hf, Au, Pb, and U. All data

were taken with thin targets evaporated onto thin carbon

backings. The measured cross sections were compared to

the predictions of the binary encounter approximation (BEA),
the plane-wave Born approximation (PIAIBA), the PIAIBA with

v i i



binding energy corrections (pl/JBAB), the PUJBA with Coulomb

trajectory corrections (PLUBAC), and the PUJBA with both the

above corrections (PlAiBABC). It was found that the P1A1BABC

fits the K-shell data best, while it consistently underpre¬

dicts the L-shell data. The latter is best described by

the PUJBA with no corrections. In addition, L-subahell

ionization cross sections were inferred from the measured

production cross sections and the appropriate experimental

radiative and non-radiative transition probabilities. These

too were compared to the various theoretical models con¬

sidered, and, again, the best results were obtained with the

PUJBA .
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The observation of energetic x-ray photons following

inner-shell ionization was first reported over sixty years

ago in radioactive source experiments (Chadwick, 1912, 1913;

Russell and Chadwick, 1914; Thomson, 1914). Since that

time, these experiments and their interpretations have grown

much more refined due to many experimental and theoretical

improvements. The advent of high energy particle accelera¬

tors in the 1930's allowed the use of controllable amounts

of light ions of specific energy for the study of the energy

dependence of x-ray and electron yields from particle bom¬

bardment in the lYleV energy range. The field up to about

1950 was thoroughly reviewed by (Ylassey and Burhop (1952).
Between that time and the mid 1960's, the field of inner-

shell ionization phenomena was relatively dormant, since the

only high resolution experiments performable were quite dif¬

ficult. and lengthy. However, with the advent of relatively

high efficiency and good resolution solid state x-ray detec¬

tors, the study of x-ray emission following charged particle

bombardment has enjoyed a renaissance in the past ten years.

Garcia et_ aJL. (.1973) have published a very good review of

the subject and Crasemann (1975) has edited a series which

summarizes the field up to essentially the present.

1
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One might ask why positive-ion-induced x-ray cross sec¬

tions should be measured at all. From a theoretical physics

standpoint, the experimentally determined cross sections

serve as important tests of theoretical assumptions and

models. For example, the hydrogenic character of the inner

shells of atoms is verified oy cross section measurements

which show agreement to theoretical predictions which as¬

sume hydrogenic wave functions to describe inner-shell

atomic states. Another theoretical assumption which has

been verified is that the interaction between a charged par¬

ticle and an atomic electron can be described in terms of a

classical collision between two particles. As time passes,

more detailed information is gained from cross section mea¬

surements which test the theories to a greater extent. Theo¬

retical refinements have reached a point, at least for pro-

ton-induced emission, where theory and experiment are in ex¬

cellent agreement. The effect of projectile charge is cur¬

rently of much interest, with alpha particle measurements

being the next step beyond protons for comparison between ex¬

periment, and theory. Again as in the case of protons, there

has been excellent agreement for the K-shell, but there are

discrepancies in the L-shell results which must be explored.

Projectiles with higher charge show still more discrepancies,

and more effects in the ionization process have to be consid¬

ered to describe these results. Measurement of positive-ion-

induced x-ray cross sections is thus an important testing

ground for theoretical modeling of inner-shell atomic

processes.
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Values for x-ray production cross sections are poten¬

tially very important from an applied physics standpoint

also. The field of trace element analysis using x-ray emis¬

sion spectroscopy, which until recently included only fluo¬

rescence-induced emission, has expanded to include charged-

particle-induced emission (Johansson etc al. , 1970). With

accurate x-ray production cross sections, and a knowledge of

target matrix effects on x-ray absorption, it is possible to

quantify this extremely sensitive method of trace element

analysis. Proton cross sections have been used in the anal¬

ysis of aerosol samples using proton-induced emission

(Johansson e_t al. , 1975) and alpha particle cross sections

could prove important in this field since they too are often

used in trace element studies (Van Rinsvelt et. al. , 1974).
In this work, alpha particles from 1.0 to 4.4 Mev from

the University of Florida Van de Graaff accelerator were

used to measure K-shell x-ray production cross sections for

the. low Z elements Ti, V, lYln, Fe, Co, Mi, Cu, Zn, Ge, and

Se. Also, 1.0 to 4.25 iileV alphas were used to measure K-

shell x-ray production cross sections for the medium Z tar¬

gets Y, 5n, and Ag, while 1.0 to 4.0 !YleV alphas were used

to measure L-shell production cross sections for the high Z

elements Hf, Au, Pb, and U. The K-shell results are com¬

pared to the theoretical predictions of the uncorrected

plane-wave Born approximation (PIA!BA), the PWBA corrected for

increased binding energy and projectile trajectory (PLUBABC)
and the binary encounter approximation (BEA). The L-shell
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spectra were resolved into several croups of' characteristic

peaks, and production cross sections were determined for

each of them and then compared to the theories mentioned

above. In addition, L-suOshell ionization cross sections

were inferred from the data, and these are also compared to

theory. Where possible, the results of this work are com¬

pared to the results of previous experiments.

Experimental effort in this field prior to 1973 has

been the subject of two excellent reviews by Rutledge and

Watson (1973), and Garcia e_t al. ( 1973). Work which has

appeared since then is listed by source and date In Table I

for K-shell data and in Table II for L-shell data. These

tables are by no means complete, and include only results

which are readily accessible in the literature. Further,

the tables are restricted to experiments done with thin,

transmission targets, denoted by either 'thin' or ’foil'

(i.e., less than or greater than ldOug/cm respectively).
The remainder of this work is organized as follows.

Chapter II contains a description of the experimental pro¬

cedures used to obtain the x-ray and particle spectra used

in the analysis, while Chapter III describes the analysis of

the spectra, which results in the measured x-ray production

cross sections. Chapter 11/ describes in brief the various

theoretical approaches which have been taken to describe

charged particle induced x-ray emission. In Chapter V, the

various atomic parameters which describe radiative and non-

radiative emission rates are discussed, and procedures for



TABLEI

RecentK-shellx-rayproductionexperiments Energy

Reference

Proj.
range

Target

Elementsinvestigated

Ferree,1972

P

1.0-5.0

thin

Co,l\li,Ge,Rb,Zr,Pd,Ag,Cd,5b

LearandGray,1973

P

0.5-2.□

thin

Fe,Co,Cu,Zn,Ga,Ge,As

Bearseetal.,1973

P

1.0-3.7

thin

Ti,V,Fe,I\Ji,Cu,Ge,Rb,Zr,Ag,5n,5b

CriswellandGray,1974
P

0.4-2.0

thin

5e,Br,Rb,5r,Y,IYlo,Pd

Tawawaetal.,1974

P

1.4-4.4

foil

Zn

KhelilandGray,1975
P

0.6-2.0

thin

Ag,Cd,Sn,5b,Te,Ba,La

Lennardand(Ylitchel,1975
P

G.5-2.0

gas

Kr

Tawawaetal.,1976

P

0.75-4.0

foil

Al,Si

lYlilazzoandRiccobono,1976
P

0.95

thin

Cl,K,\/,Cr,Fe,Ni,Cu

Tawawaetal.,1974
3He

0.35-1.47
foil

Zn

Taiuawaetal.,1976
3he

0.25-1.33
foil

A1,5i

Carltonetal.,1972
a

0.25-1.25
thin

Fe,Co,Ni,Cu,Ag

Lineta1.,1973

d

0.25-1.25
thin

Ca,5c,Ti,Cr,(Yin,Zn,As,5e,5n,5b

fiicKnightetal.,1974
rv kX

0.25-1.25
thin

A1,Fe

McDanieletal.,1975a
a

foil

0.125-0.625thin
Cu,Ag,5n Ti,V,Cr,Fe,Mi,C'j,Zn,Ga,As,5e,Ro,5r,Y

Soaresetal.,1976

a

0.25-1.1

thin

Ti,V,íí]n,Fe,Co,Mi,C'j,Zn,Ge,5e

Awayaeta1.,1976

a

5,0

thin

Cr,Fe,Cu,5r,Ag,Ba,Nd.La,Pb

Hopkinsetal.,1975
"ti

0.57-4.86
thin

A1,5c,Fe,5n

[YlcDanieletal.,1975b
?Li

1.0-5.0

thin

ii,Cr,[Yln,Fe,l\li,Cu,Rb,Pd,5b

Ênergiesaregivenin Targetthickness:thin
F!el//amu -less

than100a
g/on2;
foil-greaterthan100¡ig/cm~

lh



FABLEII

RecentL-shellx-rayproductionexoeriment
Reference

Proj.

Energy Rangea

Info.
^Target^Elementsinves

Bissingeretal.,1972
P

Ü.5-3.□

L

thin

Au

Buschetal.,-T973

P

□.5-14.0

[_

thin

Pb

Shafrothetal.,1973
P

G.5-3G.0

L

thin

Au

Bearseetal.,1973
P

1.0-3.7

La

foil

Ce,5m,Dy,Tm,LU,

Datzetal.,1974

P

□.25-5.0

sub

thin

Au

(Yladisonetal.,1974
P

0.5-4.0

sub

thin

Bi,Pb

AbrathandGray,1974a
P

0.3-2.0

L

thin

5m

AbrathandGray,1974b
P

0.3-2.0

i_

thin

Pr,Eu,Gd,Dy

Tawawaetal.,1974
P

1.4-4.4

tot

foil

Pb

Grayetal.,1975

P

0.3-2.4

L

thin

5m,Yb,Pb

Changetal.,1975

P

1,0-5.0

sub

thin

Ta,Au,Bi

Tawawaetal.,1975
P

1.0-4.5

L

foil

Au,Bi,U

Chaturvedietal.,1975
P

3.0-12.0

tot

thin

Pd,Aq,5n

MilazzoandRiccobono,
1976

P

0.95

tot

thin

Rb,Y,Aq

Chenetal.,1976

P

0.4-2.0

L L

thin thin

5m,Gd Ta,Pt,Au,Hq,Pb

Taiuawaetal.,1974
3He

0.35-1.47
tot

foil

Pb

Tawawaetal.,1975
3He

1.0-3.0

L

foil

Au,Bi,U

¡Datzetal.,1974

a

0.5-3.0

sub

thin

Au

Thorntonetal,,1974
a

0.25-1.25
tot

foil

5n,Ag,Tb,Bi,Au

Grayetal.,1975

a

0.15-4.4

L

thin

5m,Yb,Pb

Changetal.,1975

a

0.25-2.75
sub

thin

Ta,Au,Bi

Awayaetal.,1976

a

5.0

L

thin

Ba,Md,La,Pb

Hopkinsetal,,1975
?Li

□.57-4,86
tot

thin

Sn

Grayetal.,1975

?Li

0,90-3.0

L

thin

5m,Yh,Pb

aEnergiesaregivenin 3Informationobtained:
IYleV/amu L-pro’ductioncross

sect
ionsfor

majorcomponents

crosssectiononly;
tot-totalL-shel
1cro
sssectio
nonly,sub-sut

ionizationcrosssections
cTargetthickness:thin-less
than100ug/cm2
:foil.-
greaterthan100

01
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converting production to ionization cross sections, and vice

versa, using these parameters are examined. Finally, in

Chapter VI, tine results of this work are compared with the

theories described in Chapter IV using the methods discussed

in Chapter V, and conclusions are drawn as to the relative

success of each.



CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The University of Florida 4 MV Van de Graaffaccelerator

was used to obtain beams of singly ionized /+He, which were

collimated to a 2.5 mm diameter beam spnt on the target by

a carbon collimator placed 2 cm from the target. Up to ten

targets could be analyzed without opening the system to air,

and the vacuum was generally kept at 1 x 10 ^ Torr or lower.
O

The normal to the targets was oriented at 22.5 with re¬

spect to the incident beam and the tarqets were thin enough

to allow the beam to be accurately monitored using a Faraday

cup. All targets were from 3 to GO p.g/cm thick and were

made by evaporating the element to be investigated onto 10

to 50 |ig/cm thick carbon backings. The target thicknesses

were determined using Rutherford elastic scattering of pro-
G

jectiles at 135 relative to the beam axis in the vertical-

plane. Thicknesses were measured by 2.0 (YleV proton bombard¬

ment both before and after the experiment, and were

monitored by scattered alpha particle counting during the

experiment. The range of measured values was within the ex¬

perimental uncertainties in almost all cases, with the ex¬

ceptions to be described later on. The average measured

target thicknesses and their uncertainties are shown in

Table III.

a
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TABLE III

Target thicknesses3

Ti 5.8 +
. 6 5e 6.9 ± . 7

V 3.8 + . 4 Y 2.9 ± .3

Mn 4.5 4 . 5 Ag 6.9 ± . 7

F e 2.6 ± . 3 Sn 32 ± 3

C □ 2b ± 3 Hf 4.8 ± . 5

*Ji 9.8 ± 1. D Au 57 ± 6

Cu 3D + 3 Pb 52 ± 5

Zn 12 ± 1 U 17 ± 2

Ge 28 + 3

2
Ail target thicknesses are in p.g/crn

a
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The scattered projectiles were detected by a silicon

surface barrier detector which was collimated to 1.55 x

-3
xG sr . This value was measured by olacing a calibrated

Am radioactive alpha source at the target position and

comparing the number of alpha particles detected to the num¬

ber which were expected to be emitted. The above value is

the average of measurements taken on three different occa¬

sions over the course of four months. The standard devia-

_ x
tion of these measurements is 0.02 x 10 sr.

For some of the data, Rutherford scattering of projec¬

tiles was observed,using a particle detector of the same

type as described above placed at 45° relative to the beam

direction. This detector was collimated to 1.77 x 10 ^ sr

as determined in the same manner as above. Target thick¬

nesses measured with this (front) detector agreed well with

thicknesses measured with the other (back) detector for pro¬

tons only. For alpha particles, it was necessary to use the

back detector only since passage of the scattered alpha par¬

ticles through the carbon backing made it impossible to

measure target thicknesses accurately due to further scat¬

tering by the backing. There were also problems encountered

in the collimation of the front detector since it was nec¬

essary to keep it from 'seeing' the component of the main

beam which was scattered from the carbon collimators in

front of the target. This necessitated using parallel col¬

limators for the front detector which introduced further

scattering problems from the outer collimator aperture.
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Again this was only a problem for alpha particles due to

their much higher Rutherford elastic scattering cross sec¬

tions relative to protons at the same energy. The carbon

collimator scattering was not a problem for the back par¬

ticle detector since it was located behind the plane of the

carbon collimator.

The . x-rays produced were detected by a KEl/EX Si (Li)

detector with an 80 mrn^ active area and a resolution o.f 230

e\I at 5.9 kel/. The detector was located at 135° relative

to the beam direction, in the horizontal plane. The colli¬

mated beam of x-rays passed through the 0.LI25 mm-thick fflylar

window of the scattering chamber, a short (less than 5 mm)

air path, and into the detector through a 0.025 mm-thick

beryllium window. The absolute detector efficiency was de¬

termined in the standard manner of Gehrke and Lnkken (1974)

and Hansen eat aj.. ( 1973), using calibrated radioactive
P 51 57 65v , 241 , .sources or Lr, Co, Zn, and Am located at me actual

beam spot position. The size of the radioactive source ap¬

proximated the beam spot size. The number, N(e), of de¬

tected characteristic x-rays of each energy E, was corrected

for absorption in the iilylar source cover and compared to the

number of x-rays which were expected to be emitted by the

source, considering its initial calibration, half-life, and

specific x-ray activity relative to its calibrated gamma-ray

activity. The efficiency € is thus

( 11 . 1)
2

where A is the calibrated gamma-ray activity, I is the
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relative intensity of x-rays of energy E compared to refer¬

ence source gamma-rays, f is the correction far absorption

by the Fnylar source cover, t is the counting time period, T

is the time since source calibration, and T¿ is the source
2

half-life. The values for the quantities I were taken from

Gallagher and Cipolla (1974),who averaged earlier measured

values. lYlylar absorption coefficients were calculated from

data given by Veigele (1973). The resulting values for e(E)
were fitted to a function of the form

(II.2)
since it is known that efficiency at low energies is expo¬

nential in character, being mainly determined by absorbers

in 1 he path of the x-rays, while at energies above about 15

kel/ the efficiency is relatively flat. The efficiency again

falls off sharply above 30 keV, but since this was above the

range of calibration, it was not considered in the fitting

function. The results of the fit give values for the param¬

eters of A = 4.84 x 1G 4 and B = 0,198. The measured points,

their uncertainties, and this fit, are shown in Figure 1.

Pulses from both detectors were amplified and then

stored and analyzed by an 1830 General Automation on-line

computing facility. In order to reduce pulse pileup of the

amplifier and keep dead time corrections negligible, count¬

ing rates in both the x-ray and particle channels were kept

below 1000 sec ^. This was accomplished by limiting beam

currents when necessary. Beam currents were generally from

10-200 nA. A block diagram of the components of the



4

Figure1.X-raydetectarefficiencyshowingexperimentallymeasured pointsandtheiruncertainties.Thesolidlineisthefittedefficiency function.

h~* LfJ
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experimental set-up is shewn in Figure 2. The collected

spectra were stored on magnetic tape Fer off-linn analysis,

and displayed on-line for monitoring the results of the ex¬

periment. A typical K-shell x-ray spectrum is shown in Fig¬

ure 3, while a typical L-shell spectrum is shown in Figure

4. A typical scattered particle spectrum is shown in

Figure 5.
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Figure 2. Blnck diagram of experimental setup.
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Figure 3. K-shell x-ray spectrum of Fe shewing
characteristic peaks and peaks from contaminants in the
carbon target backing.



Figure 4. L-shell x-ray spectrum of Au showing
characteristic L- and IYI-shell peaks.



Counts

18

Particle Energy (MeV)
Figure 5. Elastic scattering particle spectrum of 2.Q

rile'l protons on Ag, detected at lab angle 8= 145° and show¬
ing target, backing, and low Z contaminants.



CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS

In the preceding chapter, the methods used for obtaining

x-ray and scattered particle spectra were examined. In this

chapter, methods for obtaining x-ray production cross sec¬

tions from these spectra are outlined. The. production cross

X
section ck for a particular peak i is related to the number

of detected x-rays characteristic of that peak, 1\L , by

Ni = Vt€iGiX * (hi.])
where N is the number of projectiles which were incident on

the target during the time the spectrum was collected, is

the areal target density in atoms/cm , and is the x-ray

detector efficiency for the photon energy of the peak i.

Also, the areal target density is related to the number of

elastically scattered projectiles detected by the particle

detector, NR, by

Mr = NpNtQaR(9) , (ill.2)
where again Np is the number of incident projectiles, and
Q is the measured particle detector solid angle. The term

Op(fi) is the Rutherford elastic scattering cross section
(Rutherford, 1911),

19
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aR<0) =
^ 2 122e

4 E

2 (l+x)2(l+x2+2xcosX)3/2
{- 1+xcasX }SÍ n A(X/2)

( 111.3 )

Lvi h £ .s the scattering angle as measured in the labora¬

tory frame of reference, k is the constant in the Coulomb

farce law (9 x 10 nt-m /caul' in 51 units), is the pro¬

jectile nuclear charge, is the target nuclear charge, E^
is the projectile energy as measured in the laboratory frame,

x is the ratio of projectile mass to target mass, and X. is

the scattering angle as measured in the center of mass frame.

The angles 9 and X are related by

cosX = -xsin20± •v/cos20 ( l-x2sin20) „ (ill. 4)
In applying this set of equations, there are certain

assumptions one must make. For the first equation (ill.l)

they are that (l) the x-rays were emitted isotropically and

(2) the numher of x-rays detected, corrected for detector

efficiency, represents the number emitted by the target,

i.e., that absorption of x-rays in the target, and loss of

counts due to electronic rieadtimes and pulse pileup in the

amplifiers,are both negligible. The first assumption is

quite valid for K-shell x-rays as would be expected from the

zero angular momentum characteristic of Is wave functions.

For the L-shell, it is not quite so straightforward an as¬

sumption due to the different angular momentum states of the

subshells. It has been suggested (lYlerzbacher, private com¬

munication) that any anisotropy in the L-shell x-rays would

be quite small and probably well within the other
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experimental uncertainties. Further experiments in this

area have been planned (Van Rinsvelt and Lear, private com¬

munication). As for the second assumot ieri underlying use of

Eq. (ill.l), target thicknesses mere small enough so that

self-absorption could be neglected, and count rates were

kept low to minimize electronics losses, as was mentioned

previously.

In applying Eq. (ill.2), the primary assumption is that

elastic scattering is the only mechanism at work causing

particles to be detected at the laboratory angle and pre¬

dicted elastic scattering energy. The energies considered

in this work, less than 4.5 lYleV, are much less than the

Coulomb barrier height of the nucleus (about 10 lYleV for

alphas incident on Ti) at which nuclear potential scatter¬

ing could be expected to come into play (McDaniel et al,,

1975b). In addition it is assumed that all the particles

scattered into solid angle Í1 at laboratory angle 0 were de¬

tected. This assumption is valid since the particle de¬

tector is 100% efficient if the incident particles are com¬

pletely stopped in the active volume of the detector, as

they were in these experiments, and if counts were not

lost in the electronics. Again, low count rates were used

to minimize such losses.

In applying the Rutherford formula some further assump¬

tions must be made. They are that (l) this equation holds,

that is, the projectile energies are non-relativistic, (2)
the energy of the projectile is the same for all scattering
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events and (3) the effective charge of the projectile is

2.G. Assumption (l) is obviously true for the alpha par¬

ticle energies considered. Assumption (2) is met best for

thin targets and high energies. It is assumed that projec¬

tile energy loss in the target is negligible up to the time

of the elastic scattering event, and further that only a

single scattering event occurs for each projectile scattered

into solid angle Q at laboratory angle 0. Thus projectiles

scattered by the target are not scattered again either be¬

fore or after the original scattering. Obviously, the

thinner the target, the better this assumption. Energy loss

of projectiles in thin targets is evidenced by low energy

tailing in the scattered particle spectra. This was present,

to some extent, in all targets for low bombarding energies

and in the thicker targets at medium energies also. In some

cases of low projectile energy, it uuas not possible to mea¬

sure target thicknesses because the tailing was so severe.

However, in the majority of cases, thicknesses agreed quite

well between energies, indicating that the tailing, although

nearly always present, was not bad enough to cause loss of

scattered particle information.

Finally, the third assumption rests on the belief that

the scattering can be described as a nucleus-nucleus inter¬

action with no screening effect from the projectile electron.

This is equivalent to saying that the projectile electron is

lost before the scattering event takes place, through inter¬

actions with the outer target electrons. If this were not
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so in all cases, then an equilibrium charge state of between

1 and 2, which would no doubt be energy dependent, would be

needed to determine the scattering cross section. However,

from the measured target thicknesses, this would not seem to

be the case, since a charge state of 2 describes the target

thicknesses so well over a wide range of energies. Also,

the degree with which the thicknesses as measured with pro¬

tons (where this is not a problem) agreed with the alpha

scattered thicknesses allows one to make the third assump¬

tion, at least for the energies where particle counts could

be used to measure target thickness.

Again considering Eqs. (ill.1) and (ill.2), it is seen

that if one is divided by the other, the resulting equation

can be rearranged to give
N. Q

x 1
o . = —

1 6 .

1

Thus one can determine the production cross section simply

from a knowledge of the ratio of detected x-rays to scat-

tered particles, and without the necessity of' measuring the

number of incident projectiles, l\lp, and of knowing the tar¬
get thickness l\l, . Of course, with a knowledge of these

latter quantities, one can also get the production cross

section from Eq. (ill.l) without the scattered

particle spectrum. Thus there are two methods which can be

used, depending upon what information one has available.

The first method, Eq. (ill.5), is considered more accurate,

because measurements of the incident beam can be quite



difficult. This is due to the possibility of scattered

electrons from the collimators and parts of the scattering

chamber, including the target, being read on the Faraday cup

along with the main transmitted beam, thus giving a net cur¬

rent less than what is actually incident. In practice, this

is circumvented in a number of ways, such as electrically

isolating the Faraday cup and grounding the scattering cham¬

ber, and by placing the end of the Faraday cup well back of

the scattering chamber. Since the scattered electrons will

have such low energies relative to the beam, it is also

possible to electrically bias the collimator relative to the

chamber by a small amount, so as to attract electrons scat¬

tered from the collimator towards the walls of the chamber,

where they will be lost to ground. Probably the best solu¬

tion is to keep a well focused beam and thus minimize the

scattering problems in the first place. In this work, val¬

ues of the integrated charge were used to calculate target

thicknesses from Eq. (ill.2), again assuming a charge per

ion of 2.Q. The degree with which the values agreed, both

between different energies and different projectiles, allows

one to assume that values obtained from integrated beam

currents were not seriously in error.

Thus, wherever possible, production cross sections were

determined from Eg. (ill.5) using the ratio of x-rays to

scattered particles. When this was not possible due to lack

of resolution in the particle detector or severe low energy

tailing, Eq. (ill.l) was used, calculating [\] from the
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integrated beam current, and IM,. from the target thicknesses

as averaged ever the oroton and other alpha particle deter¬

minations. It is recognized that uncertainties in the

latter method are greater. Specific uncertainties will be

dealt with later in this chapter.

The measured quantities i\L and l\lp are determined from
the x-ray and particle spectra respectively. The particle

spectra consist of carbon, target element, and low Z con¬

taminant (such as oxygen) elastic scattering peaks on a flat

background, and in most cases the target peak is easily sum¬

med to get l\lD. Only in the cases where tailing was son

severe as to cause interference between the carbon and the

target peaks was it not possible to measure a realistic

value for Np . Backgrounds were generally so low as to have
a negligible effect on the peak sums. For the low Z K-shell

spectra (Z = 22 to 34) the intensities l\i. were determined

for the and the K
^ components combined. Again as in the

case of the particle spectra, backgrounds were low and the

peak sums easily determined. For the high Z L-shell x-ray

spectra however, this was not the case. Referring to Figure

4, it is seen that the L-shell spectra can be resolved into

four separate lines or groups of lines. They are labeled

L., L , Lfi, and L . The L. and L components result fromX Ot p Y X cl

transitions to the Lv subshell while the L group consists
V

of lines resulting from transitions to the and sub¬

shells. The Lg group contains transitions to all three sub¬
shells. The detailed relationships of these transitions to
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the subshells will be dealt with in a later chapter. Suf¬

fice it to say that it is important to get production cross

sections for the L^, !_a, and lines or groups of lines and
to separate the main two components of the L group: the L

Y Y l
and Lv . To accomplish this, various computer programs2,3,6
are commonly used to fit the x-ray spectra. Some such as

REX (Kauffman, 1576) and the least squares code of Trompka

and Schmadebeck (1968) use matrix inversion techniques to

unfold the spectra. Others such as 5/WY1PÜ (Routti and

Prussia, 1969) and X5PEC (Henke and Elgin, 1970) use itera¬

tive procedures to achieve the best fit. In order to ana¬

lyze the data presented here, an iterative type program was

developed to fit unresolved or barely resolved groups of

peaks using sums of Gaussian error functions resting on

either linear or exponential backgrounds. It was necessary

for this program to be relatively small in order for it to

bE used on available facilities, yet general enough to be

used on both K- and L-shel1 data. 5uch a program was de¬

veloped and used successfully on the L-shell data, as well

as the medium Z K-shell data -in this work. In handling the

L-spectra the following fits were made: the L line was
Xj

fitted separately with a sinqle Gaussian, while the L and La

an

components were fitted as the sum of two Gaussians. The L
3

group was fitted as the sum of three Gaussians, while the L
Y

group was fitted as the sum of four. It was thus possible, in

the case of the latter group, to almost completely separate

lines due to transitions to the subshell from lines due
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to L„ transitions. In this way it is possible to deduce

subshell cross sections from experiment, as will be dis¬

cussed later.

The medium Z K-shell data (Z = 37 to 5G) were also fitted

using one or two Russians for the group and two Gaussians

for the Kp group. The results of all K and L fits gave nor¬
malized chi-squared values of between D.8 and 1.9 for the

spectral regions fitted. The fitted areas thus obtained

were used to calculate production cross sections using

either Eq. (ill.5) or Eq. ( 111. 1) . The low Z K-shell pro¬

duction cross sections were obtained prior to the develop¬

ment of this fitting routine and have been reported pre¬

viously (Soares e_t al., 1976). They are shown in Table IV.

Table V contains the measured medium Z K-shell production

cross sections as well as the ratios K0/t< , while L-shell
p a

production cross sections for the various major components

are shown in Table VI.

The total uncertainty in the production cross sections

reported here is due to two types of uncertainty. The rela¬

tive uncertainty is that uncertainty between values measured

at different energies on the same target, while the normali¬

zation uncertainty affects all values measured with the same

target. The latter includes uncertainties in the efficiency

calibration and the particle detector solid angle measure¬

ment, as well as angular uncertainties in the position of

the particle detector. The efficiency determination is

affected by uncertainties in the source strengths used (8%),
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TABLE IV

K-she 11 x-ray production cross sections3

Ec Ti V lYln Fe Co

(íYleV) Z = 22 Z = 23 Z = 25 Z-26 Z = 2 7

1.0 2.63 1.21 .814 .453 .399
1.1 3.37 — 1.02 — .619
1.3 5.43 — 1.66 —

. 975
1.5 7.80 — 2.50 — 1.4?
1.7 11,5 — 3.54 — 2.12
1.9 18.3 — 6.27 — 3.39
2 „ 1 22.8 — — — —

2.2 30.6 19.7 10.8 7.48 5.31
2.3 34.9 22.6 12.3 8.66 6.00
2.4 40.2 25.9 13.5 9.86 6.80
2.5 45.1 29.6 16.1 11.0 7.83
2.6 46.7 29.6 15.9 11.7 9.69
2.7 56.7 37. 0 19.8 14.1 9.86
2.8 63.8 41.5 22.2 35.9 11.1
2.9 70. 1 45.4 24.7 17.9 12.3
3.0 77.5 50. 0 28.8 19.3 13.6
3.1 84.6 55.1 30. 1 21.5 14.8
3.2 90.8 59.3 31.9 23.4 16.2
3.3 100. 64.6 35.3 26.5 17.9
3.4 111. 68.6 38.4 29.9 19.7
3.5 119. 77. 1 42.5 33.3 21.6
3.6 123. 83.7 46.0 35.9 23.1
3.7 134. 90. 1 49.4 38.9 25.2
3.8 146. 97.0 54.3 41.4 27.2
3.9 158 105. 55.7 47.7 29.5
4.0 169. 112. 62.0 49.4 32.2
4.1 175. 111. 67.4 52.1 34.0
4.2 190. 125. 71.9 56.6 36.9
4.3 204. 136. 77.6 60.0 39.2
4.4 203. 138. 83.6 61.2 43.5

♦
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TABLE 11/ - continued

E
a

Ni Cu Zn Ge Se

(fYiel/) Z = 28 Z = 2 9 Z = 3 0 Z = 32 Z-34

1.0 .207 .20.1 . 104 . 0676 . 0303
1.1 .

--

. 270
. 0908 . 0482

1.3 --

. 464 --

. 161 . 0736
1.5 --

. 709
. 262 . 121

1.7 -- 1.02 .389 . 186
1.9 -- 1.85

. 630 .295
2.1 -- 2.81 — 1.05 .386
2.2 3.95 3.02 2.11 1.11 . 665
2.3 4.52 3.38 2.38 1.30 .801
2.4 4.97 3.74 2.68 1.48 .887
2.5 5.80 4.22 3.05 1.66 . 943
2. G 6.66 4.70 3.39 1.83 1.12
2.7 7.32 5.45 3.94 2.17 1.3 0
2.8 8.21 6.12 4.44 2.42 1.48
2.9 9.08 6.84 5.01 2.73 1.62
3.0 10.2 7.67 5.58 2.96 1.76
3.1 11.0 8.32 6.24 3.28 1.89
3.2 12.0 8.99 6.42 3.68 2.11
3.3 13.4 9.80 7.11 4.08 2.62
3.4 14.6 10.8 7.74 4.54 3. 15
3.5 16. 1 12.1 8.44 5.17 2.84
3.6 17.6 13.5 9.42 5.56 3.41
3.7 19.2 14.6 10.4 5.91 3.56
3.8 20.9 15.9 11.3 6.49 3.87
3.9 21.7 16.7 11.4 6.92 4.26
4.0 24.3 18.5 12.3 7.59 4.92
4.1 26.1 19.7 14.3 8.04 5.08
4.2 28.1 21.5 15.4 8.72 5.90
4.3 29.7 22.7 16.5 9. 17 5.76
4.4 32.4 25.7 18.1 10.0 5.81

a
Cross sections are in barn s
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MeasuredmidZK-shellx-rayproductioncrosssections3
Ea

Yttriumz
=37

Silver

Z=47

Tin

Z=50

(lYleW)

Ktotal

Ke/Ka

Ktotal

Kg/Ka

Ktotal

Kp/Ka

1.5G

0.0410

0.186

0.00520

0.233

0.00194

0.196

1.75

0.0839

0,188

0.0111

0.310

0.00470

0.242

2.□□

0.134

0.189

0.0175

0.200

0.00889

0.235

2.25

0.226

0.223

0.0330

0.251

0.0146

0.182

2.50

0.344

0.208

0.0594

0.283

0.0241

0.186

2.75

0.484

0.178

0.0756

0,2]?

0.0369

0.222

3.00

0.701

0.200

0.108

0.209

0.0493

0,198

3.25

0.906

0.186

0.144

0.221

0.0649

0.215

3.50

1.17

0.188

0.194

0,215

0.0858

0.229

3.75

1.56

0.202

0,249

0.230

0.107

0.155

A.00

1.B1

0.192

0,292

0,210

0.144

0.225

4.25

2.27

0.192

0.347

0.211

0.186

0.192

a

Allcmsssectionsareinbarns

LjJ

□
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TABLE \ll

Measured L-shell x-ray production cross sections

hafnium Z = 72

b
E L . L
a Z a

1. GD 0.0148 0.356
1.25 0.0338 0.86?
1.5G 0.0564 1.79
1.75 0.0984 2.77
2.00 0.225 5.67
2.25 0.200 5.98
2.50 0.439 9.93
2.75 0.417 11.5
3.00 0.831 17.2
3.25 0.918 20.9
3.50 1.19 25.8
3.75 1.51 30.9
4.00 1.56 35.2

Gold

E b ¡ L
a Z a

1.00 0.0129 0.171
1.25 0.0162 0.315
1.50 0.0348 0.716
1.75 0.0558 1. 10
2.00 0.109 1.87
2.25 0.143 2.57
2.25 0. 118 2.21
2.50 0.265 3.86
2.75 0.240 4.27
3.00 0.404 6.25
3.25 0.545 8.22
3.50 0.649 9.95
3.75 0.784 11.8
4.00 0.842 12.9

Le LYl Ly23.6
0.285 0.0210 0.0165
0.603 0.0394 0.0362
1.11 0.0892 0.0515
1.66 0.121 0.0442
3.15 0.295 0.103
3.28 0.237 0.098
5.29 0.464 0. 158
6.06 0.496 0. 165
8.84 0.781 0.207
11.0 1.04 0.181
13.6 1.24 0.240
16.2 1.50 0.282
18.7 1.77 0.358

Z = 79

L3 Ln LV 2.3.6

0.113 0,0103 0.00722
0.218 0.0203 0.0335
0.454 0.0403 0.0335
0.696 0.0532 0.0319
1. 13 0.116 0.0588
1.59 0. 116 0. 101
1.34 0.139 0.0770
2.34 0.250 0.122
2.63 0.282 0. 161
3.88 0.419 0.242
4.89 0.489 0.270
5.91 0.605 0.342
7.10 0.697 0.400
7.65 0.755 0.419
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TABLE VI - continued

Lead Z = 82

E D
a Lz L

a
1
^¡3 LYl Ly 2,3.6

1.25 0.00784 0. 135 0.0939 0.00529 0.00562
1.75 0.0403 0.707 0.427 0.0369 0.0332
2, DO 0.0601 1.06 0.632 0.0497 0.0443
2.25 0. ] 02 1.74 1.02 0.0783 0.0663
2.50 0.165 2,57 1.52 0. 133 0. 106
2.75 0.175 2.97 1.83 0. 176 0. 125
3,00 0.265 4.22 2.63 0.257 0. 167
3.25 0.339 5.57 3.22 0.317 0.205
3.50 0.428 6.98 4.06 0.399 0.252
3.75 0.478 7.98 4.80 0.481 0.296
4.00 0,581 9.23 5.51 0.569 0.321

Uraniurn Z = 92

U

E J
a LJ> L

a 4 LYl L Y2.3,6
1.50 0.00508 0.0882 0.0550 0.00348 0.00290
1.75 0.0166 0. 195 0. 120 0.00789 0.0115
2,00 0.0258 0.352 0.199 0.0142 0.0185
2.25 0.0376 0.518 0.301 0.0258 0.0216
2.25 0.0371 0.510 0.292 0.0284 0.0175
2,50 0.0610 0.792 0.434 0.0448 0.0318
2.75 0.0868 1.16 0.638 0.0559 0.0469
3.00 0. 106 1.45 0.817 0.0874 0.0421
3.25 0. 132 1.80 0.984 0.0909 0.0427
3.50 0. 189 2.43 1.29 0. 125 0.0710
3.75 0.220 2,95 1.56 0.155 0.0820
4.00 0.255 3.56 1.88 0. 197 0.0931

All cross sections are in barns
All energies are in ÍYleV
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values taken far the relative number of x-rays emitted per

decay (2%), statistical and background subtraction uncer¬

tainties in the x-ray peak integration (2/a), as well as

fitting uncertainties (5%). These combine to give an over¬

all uncertainty of 1U% for the value assigned as the effi¬

ciency of the detector for the photon energy considered.

This uncertainty is taken as a constant for all analyses

considered in this work. Also, the calibrated intensity of

the particle source used to measure the detector solid angle

had an 8% uncertainty and this was the primary source of

error in this determination. The error in the Rutherford

cross section due to uncertainty in the laboratory angle was

estimated to be 5% or less. Combining these three as inde¬

pendent sources of error yields an overall normalization

uncertainty of lh%.

The relative uncertainties are different depending on

which method is used to measure the cross section, either

Eg. (I1I.1) or Eg, (ill.5). Use of the latter introduces

only uncertainties in tine x-ray and particle counts. The

uncertainty in the number of scattered particles counted

varies between 1 and 5% depending on the counting statistics

and the degree of peak tailing present. The x-ray counting

uncertainties on the other hand have a much wirier variation

owing to the fact that additional uncertainty arises when

spectra must be unfolded. Thus the uncertainty in the num¬

ber of x-rays detected is from 1 to 5% where individual

lines are concerned and from 5 to 15% when multiple peak
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fitting is necessary. The above numbers are estimated from

observed variations between repeated data points and differ¬

ent fits of the same spectrum. If these errors are com¬

bined, a relative uncertainty of up to 16% results when

Eq. (ill.5) is used. On the other hand, the use of Eq.

(ill-1) introduces uncertainties due to beam integration

(3%), and target thickness due to nonuniformities in both

target and incident beam (10%). The latter number was ob¬

served *rom the various thickness determinations and is the

uncertainty given in Table III. Thus use of Eq. (lll.l)
results in a relative uncertainty of up to 20%. Combining

both relative and normalization uncertainties, we nave a

range of uncertainty, depending mostly on counting statis¬

tics in the x-ray peaks, of 15-20% when Eq. (ill.5) is

used and 20-25% when Eq, (lll.l) is used.



CHAPTER IV

THEORETICAL IONIZATION CR055 SECTIONS

Until now, only production cross sections have heen

discussed. These are proportional to the probability per

incident projectile of seeing an x-ray due to a certain

transition between energy levels. The various theories, on

the ocher hand, predict ionization cross sections, which are

proportional to the probability per incident projectile of

creating an inner-shell vacancy in a certain level. The two

quantities are not the same for any given level due to the

possibility of radiationless transitions. The factors which

describe radiationless transition probabilities will be dis¬

cussed in the following chapter. In this chapter, the var¬

ious theories which predict ionization cross sections will

be briefly discussed.

One may describe a charged-particle-induced ionization

event in the following terms: the incident particle col¬

lides with an atom which is at rest. The collision imparts

energy to the atom via the Coulomb interaction and leaves it

in some final state in which there is an inner-shell vacancy

and either an electron with some kinetic energy in the con¬

tinuum, or an electron still bound to the atom, but promoted

to a higher energy level. The total Hamiltonian describing

Z5
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this system is the sum of an unperturbed Hamiltonian, H ,

and an interaction potential, V. The transition amplitude

from the initial state to the final state is then the matrix

element between these two states and the interaction poten¬

tial. All quantum mechanical treatments of the ionization

process start from this point. In practice Hq is chosen
such that the interaction term is small enough to be consid¬

ered as a perturbation. The unperturbed Hamiltonian is

usually chosen as the sum of the atomic and free particle

Hamiltonians. The latter has plane-wave eigenfunctions, and

the eigenfunctions of the former are known, at least in

principle. Ideally one would use the properly anti-sym-

metrized self-consistent Hartree-Fock-51ater-Dirac wave

functions which describe atoms with single (or multiple) in¬

ner-shell vacancies. However, calculations have as yet been

confined to simpler schemes, such as product wave functions.

The total wave function is then approximated to be an ini¬

tial state eigenfunction of H , and thus projectiles are

considered to be plane waves both initially and finally.

This is the plane-wave Born approximation, which has been

the subject of much attention in the literature (lYler zbacher

and Lewis, 1958; Khandelwal and lYlerzbacher, 1965; Choi and

[Tier zbacher, 1969). Treating the projectiles as plane waves

is most realistic for high incident energies, where the de

Broglie wavelengths are large relative to the classical dis¬

tances of closest approach. For lower energies this approx¬

imation breaks down, among other reasons, because of
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Coulomb repulsion of the projectile by the target nucleus.

A better approximation for low energies involves the use of

distorted plane-waves (DIAIBA) (Madison and Shelton, 1973).

In any event, in the spirit of first order perturbation

theory, ionization cross sections are proportional to the

square of the transition amplitude, where \l is taken as the

Coulomb interaction. The basic theory behind the Pi/JBA lias

been reviewed recently in detail (Madison and Merzbacher,

1975). Tables of data which allow one to calculate ioniza¬

tion cross sections for arbitrary projectiles, energies, and

targets have been available for several years (Khandelwal,
Choi, and Merzbacher, 1969). The most recent and comprehen¬

sive of these tables (Choi, Merzbacher, and Khandelwal,

1973) was used in this work to compute the uncorrected P1AIBA

ionization cross sections. The calculations were performed

using the computer cade XCODE (Pepper, 1974).

Although the PIAIBA is well applicable for larger colli¬

sion energies, problems arise for lower energies. Essen¬

tially there are two low energy effects which must be con¬

sidered. As was mentioned previously, straight line projec¬

tile trajectories are not applicable for low energy and hence

close (in the classical sense) collisions. Account must be

taken of the effect of the Coulomb repulsion between projec¬

tile and target nucleus upon the trajectory. The resultant

loss of projectile energy can be quite crucial to the cross-

section magnitudes. This effect has been analyzed using the

semiclassical approach (Bang and Hansteen, 1959; Hansteen
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and lYlosebekk, 1970). Using this approach, correction fac¬

tors have been derived which can be applied to the P1A1BA cal¬

culations. The result, denoted Pl'JBAC, was again performed

using XCODE for the targets and energies considered.

Related to the trajectory effect is the problem caused

by the perturbation of the target atom by a slowly moving

projectile. This has the effect of increasing the electro¬

static binding energies due to the temporary presence of the

projectile within the atom. This effect has been investi¬

gated at length (Brandt _et_ _al. , 1966; Basbas jet al. ,

1973a, b), and correction factors to the PIAIBA can be calcu¬

lated from data supplied by Brandt and Lapicki (1974).
These calculations, denoted P1A1BAB, are also included in the

program XCODE. Wh’en both the above corrections are applied

to the PIAÍBA, the result is denoted PUIBARC and this too was

performed by XCODE.

An alternative approach to the ionization problem is to

consider the event as a classical collision between the pro¬

jectile and the atomic electron. This is not an unreason¬

able assumption since the Rutherford elastic scattering

formula is derivable from both classical and quantum mechan¬

ical approaches. In this scheme, the target atom and its

remaining electrons are passive spectators, and serve only

to determine the velocity distribution of the electron to be

ionized. The cross section is then an average of the free-

particle ionization cross sections over all possible energy

exchanges and all possible electron velocities. This
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approach is known as the hinary encounter approximation

(BEA). Calculations can be broken into two groups according
to the method of determining the velocity distribution of

the orbital electron. In quanta!. BEA calculations, the ve¬

locity distribution is the square of the momentum-space wave

function of the atomic electron being ejected, while in clas¬

sical BEA calculations, it is obtained from a microcanonical

ensemble. The two approaches give identical distributions

for hydrogenic states. A thorough review of BEA calcula¬

tions has been published by Garcia e_t ecL. (1973). Data

which may be used to calculate ionization cross sections in

the BEA have been published .by Hansen (1973), McGuire and

Richard (1973), and McGuire and Dmidvar (1974). These

tables yield results which are essentially identical (Pepper,
1974) and are included in XCODE.

It should be noted that the above theories and the cal¬

culations which result from their use are for single vacancy

production only. There is, however, much experimental evi¬

dence that, to some extent, multiple ionization takes place

in all positive ion experiments, especially at higher ener¬

gies and for higher Z projectiles. This evidence, which has

been reviewed by McGuire (1974), is the presence of higher

energy 'satellite' lines in the x-ray spectra measured with

high resolution spectrometers. These satellites are higher
in energy since they represent transitions from outer levels

which have been shifted up in energy due to the reduced nu¬

clear screening in atoms which have been multiply ionized.



In low resolution experiments such as those reportea here,

these satellites sham up as centroid shifts in the peak

energies relative to the single vacancy transition energies.

Within the framework of the 5EA (McGuire and Richard, 1973),

it is possible to estimate the degree of multiple ionization

as a function of projectile, energy, and target. McGuire

(1974) has published data in the form of graphs showing mul¬

tiple ionization cross sections for alpha particle bombard¬

ment up tn 100 MeV for several targets. These graphs show

relative probabilities of ionizing a single K electron

alone, as well as a single K and 1,2,3,4,5, or 6 L elec¬

trons. It is interesting to note that for the energies and

elements in this work, these graphs indicate that there is

no significant multiple ionization occurring, at least so

far as the K-shell data are concerned. This will have im¬

portant implications later in this work when experimental

and theoretical results are compared. At this time, there

is no experimental information available for estimating the

effect of multiple ionization in L-shell studies (Richard,

1975). This information is crucial for realistic compari¬

son of theory and experiment, which will be discussed in the

next two chapters.



CHAPTER \l

RADIATIVE AND NON-RADI ATI VE RATES

If vacancy production in inner atomic shells was always

followed by photon emission characteristic of that shell,

then ionization cross sections would be identically equal to

production cross sections. However, a radiative transition

is not the only mechanism for atomic de-excitation following

vacancy production. Auger (1925), in cloud chamber experi¬

ments, showed direct proof that vacancy production is some¬

times fallowed by the ejection of an electron (rather than

a photon) of energy characteristic of the atomic shell, thus

leaving the atom twice ionized. Such processes are now

known as Auger transitions. Thus, for every K-sheli vacancy

produced, there is a probability w that the vacancy will

be filled with a radiative transition, and a probability A K
that the vacancy will be filled by an Auger or rion-radi ati ve

transition. Since these are the only possibilities in the

K- she 11, the sum of these two probabilities is unity. The

quantity is known as the K-shell fluorescence yield, and

is thus the ratio of characteristic photons produced to

initial vacancies and as such

x / I
w K °K /CTK ’

X T
where ov is the K-shell production crass section and ou iK K

(v.i)

41
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the K-shell ionization cross section, With the above rela¬

tion and values for uy, one can easily convert theoretically

predicted ionization cross sections to production cross sec¬

tions for comparison to experimental results.

A great deal of uuork has gone into both the experimen¬

tal and theoretical determination of fluorescence yields for

the K-shell. Experimental determination of w^ hinges on be¬
ing able to produce known vacancy rates to compare to ob¬

served x-ray emission rates. The most common means of pro¬

ducing known K-shel.l vacancy rates is through the use of

radioactive sources which decay by K-electron capture. IF

one knows the branching ratio for this process, one can de¬

termine cu,, as being proportional to the ratio of the number
r\

of observed K-shell x-rays to the number of expected nuclear

decays. This is only one of a wide number of possible

methods. The field of K-shell fluorescence yield measure¬

ment has been thoroughly reviewed by Bambynek et_ al. (1972),
who have selected a set of 'best' experimental values of w.,*

K

Fluorescence yields may be calculated theoretically by

considering the Auger process as an electrostatic inter¬

action between two electrons in an atom with an inner-shell

vacancy. The interaction is thus Coulombic and the transi¬

tion probability is proportional to the matrix element be¬

tween the proper initial and final states. In the most

recent calculations (McGuire, 1970; Kostroun _e_t al., 1971;
Walters and Bhalla, 1971),Hartree-Feck-5 later wave Functions

were used and the results for all authors are essentially
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the same over a very wide range of Z. Theory and experiment

also agree very well for the K-shell fluorescence yield.

In the case of the L-shell, the problem of non-radia-

tive transitions is considerably more complicated. To be¬

gin with, there are three subshells of different energies to

which transitions can take place, and hence three fluores¬

cence yields and Auger rates are needed. Further, there is

the possibility of transitions between the subshells them¬

selves. Such transitions, which are almost completely non-

radiative, are known as Coster-Kronig transitions after

their discoverers (Coster and Kronig, 1935). Coster-Kronig

transitions result in the transference of a vacancy from a

lower subshell to a higher one, and in the emission of an

electron from a higher shell. For the L-shell, with its

three subshells, the Coster-Kronig transition probabilities

are labeled f^, f^, and f^» denoting vacancy promotion
between the Land L ^» L? and , and and L^. subshells
respectively. Thus for t.he_ L-shell there are six ncn-

radiative probabilities one must consider, rather than just

one, as in the K-shell case.

It is possible to correct the fluorescence yield for

each subshell (w^) for possible Coster-Kronig transitions by
considering the ratio of characteristic x-rays from the L-

shell (without regard to subshell origin) to initial vacan¬

cies in the ith subshell. Thus for the subshell, the

corrected fluorescence yield (Vj) is the sum of the Lsub¬
shell fluorescence yield (wj), the fraction of vacancies
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originally in the L-^ subshell which has shifted up to the

l_2 suhshell (f^) times that subshell's fluorescence yield,
and the fraction of vacancies originally in the subshell

which has shifted to the subshell, through either di¬

rect transfer between subshells 1 and 3 ( f^ ) or via the
subshell (^22^23^’ times the subshell fluorescence yield.
A similar relation holds for the subshell, but its fluo¬

rescence yield need only be corrected for Coster-Kronio

transitions to the subshell, while the subshell fluo¬

rescence yield needs no correction at ail, since its va¬

cancies have nowhere they can go within the L-shell. Thus

the three equations for Coster-Kronig-corrected fluorescence

yields are

V1 W1 + f12U>2 + ^f 13 + f12f23',w3

v2 = w2 + f23w3

^ * (v.2j

It is possible to define an average fluorescence yield 5 as

the sum of the corrected fluorescence yields, which

obeys the relation

55
L = aLX//cTL1 (V.3)

x
where cr^ is the total L-shell x-ray production cross sec¬

tion and cr^ is the total L-shell ionization cross section.
By total is meant

CT1_ = CT i + O2 + cr^ (l/.4)
where the quantities a- are the individual subshell cross

sections, either production nr ionization.



Because of the more complicated transition possibili¬

ties in the L-shell, the quantities and f\ are very much

more difficult to determine experimentally than ay. To do
so accurately, one needs both a controlled production of

primary L-subshell vacancies and high resolution spectrom¬

etry to detect the electrons and photons which are emitted

(Bambynek e_L al. , 1972). The available experimental data

are, as a result, quite scarce, especially for the innermost

subshell, the L , where experimental data exist for and

^12 Dn^y For elements of Z greater than 80. Available ex¬

perimental data are summarized and evaluated by Bambynek

et al. (1972).

The situation is much better from a theoretical stand¬

point. Calculations for the L-shell non-radiative rates

exist for a wide range of Z and compare well with each other

([YlcGuire, 1971; Chen et al., 1971; Crasemann et al., 1971).

However, the scarce experimental data are sometimes at wide

variance with these calculations, particularly far the

quantities f-j^, and fi-,^ where measurements generally exceed
calculated values by as much as 30JXÍ. This discrepancy can

have a large effect upon cross sections which are inferred

from the use of these parameters, as will be discussed

later. At this point, further theoretical refinements are

being considered by several authors to remedy these dis¬

crepancies.

The complexity of the typical L-shell spectrum (Fig¬
ure 4) relative to the typical K-shell spectrum (figure 3)
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is due to the fact that L-shell spectra show transitions to

three different L-subshell levels whose energy differences

are resolvable using solid state detectors. For the low and

medium Z targets considered in this work, K-shell spectra

were resolvable as two peaks, the and Kg peaks. The
peak is actually the sum of the Ka^ and Kag lines which
represent radiative transitions from the and subshells

respectively to the K-shell. The Kg peak is made up of the
sum of possible transitions from the [fl and higher shells to

the K-sheil. For the low Z targets (Z = 22-34), the L-shell

x-rays fall below the low energy cutoff of the detector.

The three mid Z targets (Z - 37-5U) have L-shell x-rays

which show up as a single structured peak. As one goes up

in Z, the binding energies of the various shells rise also,

and differences in subshell energies become correspondingly

greater. Thus, for high Z targets, the L-shell x-ray struc¬

ture becomes resolvable into the groups of peaks discussed

in Chapter III. It is useful to consider an energy level

diagram to show how this spectrum is related to transitions

between subshell levels. Referring to Figure 6, it is seen

that vacancy, say in the L^ subshell, can be filled by
radiative transitions from the 1Y1, , IY1., N , I\1 , , or 0. sub-

shells, resulting in L77 , L¡3, Ly¡-, Ly^ , or Ly characteristic
x-rays. There are numerous other passible transitions to

the L^ level from other subshells, but they are generally
not observed due to their relatively low probabilities of

occurrence. Transition probabilities, or radiative widths
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Figure 6. Major L-shell radiative transitions.
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as they are often called, are determinable both experimen¬

tally and theoretically. The best current theoretical val¬

ues are from Scofield (1974), who uses relativistic Hartree-

Fock-Slater wave functions to determine the transition am¬

plitudes. There has been a great deal of experimental work

using high resolution x-ray spectrometry to measure ratios

of K- and L-shell emission rates from relative peak areas.

This work has been recently summarized by Salem jet al.

(1974) who nave included tables of 'best* values obtained

by a weighted least squares fit of the available data. Ex¬

periment and theory generally compare quite well, especially

for ratios of transitions between the same two shells, such

as !_ a -j / L ^ ^ * However, the theory predicts consistently low
values for ratios of transitions between different shells,

such as L|3^/la^. This discrepancy is particularly apparent
in the L-shell ratios, and further theoretical work is

needed to resolve it.

All the various parameters needed to convert production

cross sections to ionization cross sections have now been

discussed. Suppose one wishes to relate the production of

a particular L-shell x-ray to the various subshell ionization

probabilities. Consider, for example, the transition from

the ÍYij level to the L^ level which results in an L^ x-ray.
First of all, one must consider how vacancies can arise in

the L^ subshell. They can either be created outright in an

L^ ionization, or they can be shifted from vacancies in the

L^ subshell through a Coster-Kronig transition. These L^
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7222"'cies mill now be filled by either radiative or nan-

radiative tr ansi t. i an s . The frastian of vacancies filled via

radative transitions is just the L_, fluorescence yield

Further, of the possible radiative transitions, only a cer¬

tain fraction mill come from the ÍYL subshell and hence re¬

sult in L-7 x-rays being emitted. Since the number- of

observed L.77 x-rays emitted is proportional to the L77 x-ray

production cross section, and the number of initial and

I.-* sub she 11 vacancies have the same oroportionality to a^
and respectively, me can summarize all the above infor¬

mation as

oL * = (a2Z + f12a1I)w2(r-7/r?) (V.5)
where r^.and Ft, are the radiative widths of the L.^ transi¬

tion, and the sum of all possible L2 subshell transitions
respectively. In a similar manner, one can write for all

the major L-shell components

a
L

£

= {a3 + F23CT2 + ^ 12
r +E

23 f13 )aij Fh (\j. 6)

aL {a3 + f23CT2 + (f 12 f23 + T
13 )ctijK F3 (v• 7)

a. a

aL
P

=

al “iF b + (f 12° 1
+ a2)w 2 F 2P

+ {CT3 + f23a2 + ^ F13 + ri2 f23 )aijK P3
P

(V. 8)

aL = a ^ ojhi + ( °i F12 + 0
2 ')<°2 F2 (1/. 9)

Y Y Y

F .

iy
= r

v/ri an d ry refers to the sum of all component

transitions characteristic to group y which occur to subshell
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i, and f. is the sum of all transitions to the i
t h

subshell.

i ne sup? .pts x and I have been omitted since from now on

all ionization cross sections mill be subscripted ujith rium-

cers, and all production cross sections will be subscripted

with the transition in Siegbahn notation.

The above equations can be used as they stand to com¬

pare experimental cross sections to theory, and this is the

most common procedure for doing so. The subshell ionization

cross sections a. are taken from the various theories to-
l

gather with appropriate values for f^, and Fj to pre¬
dict production cross sections, which are then compared to

experimental values. However, closer inspection of the data

indicates that it is possible t.o resolve the L group into
í

transitions which are characteristic of the subshell, arid

chose characteristic of the subshell. Such an unfolding,
performed by the program written for this experiment, is

shown in Figure 7, The transitions Ly and LVr- are charac-

teristic of the L„ subshell, while transitions tY„ and¿ 5 2 , o

-*4,4 , are characteristic of the L. subshell. There is a

problem since the component Ly (which is an Ly transition)2

is not resolved from Ly^ However, the above suggests a

procedure for inverting Eqs. (V.6-9) to yield subshell ioni¬

zation cross sections in terms of measured production cross

sections (Chang e_t al. , 1975). The L transitions equation

can be broken into two parts

aL ~ (F12CT1 + a2-'ü>2 F2
*1 *1

(V.1G)
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Photon Energy (keV)
Figure 7. Computer-fitted Au L spectrum obtained with

4.0 Pel/ a-particles. Data points are shown as well as fitted
Gaussian peaks on an exponential background.
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"Y

= alWlFl
2,3,6 Y

( cr j 6 ^ ^ + F 2 (V.11)
2,3 Yf

Comparing Eq. (V.lü) with Eq. ( V . 9 ) it is seen that they can

be solved for the two unknowns Gj and a in terms of the
measured quantities Gi and cti . These results may then be

0 0 J

put in a third equation such as Eq. (V.7) to solve for g^*
An alternative approach due to Daiz et al. (1974) is

nearly equivalent except that it is considerably more round¬

about. In this method, one begins by relating the number of

characteristic x-rays produced, A , to the number of ini¬

tially present vacancies in the iF subshell, V/^. (The
quantity A is related to the number of observed character¬

istic x-rays, N^f through the detector efficiency <y*) The
subshell vacancies mav then be related to the x-rays pro¬

duced through the set of equations

V
y (r /r lfl }(r/r )(i/^) (v.12)’2,3,6 Y6 Y1 1 J 1 Y2,3 1

- 1.

V2 " AY] ^r2//ry, • ^ l/u,2'* f12V.l1
(V. 13)

^3 " Acc, (r^Ta., )^) - f23V2
If/ J- » ¿

^f13 + f12f23^Vl ' (W.14)

The latter two equations are entirely equivalent to Eqs.

(l/.lO) and (V. 7) respectively since both Ay and \I^ are pro¬
portional to Gy and g^ respectively, with the same propor¬
tionality factors. The difference comes in Eq. (V.12) where

the Ly^ portion of the LY2,3,6 peak is corrected out using

the radiative width ratio Fy^/Ty and the production number
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Av,. With the transformations l/. —- ct- and A —- cr , these

three equations may be solved sequentially as they stand to

yield the ionization cross sections a:. However, in their

original paper, Oatz et al. chose to complicate matters by

introducing a vacancy production cross section for the 1_3
subshell a^V anc^ related it to the Lal, ^ production cross
section and the ionization cross sections through

Or (iyr )U/«0
TC -i 1 > 21 , ¿

(V.15)

an d

a3 = a3 + f23a2 + ^F13 + rl2f23-'al * ('•/'16)
The vacancy cross section (which is the t_3 subshell cross
section corrected for Coster-Kronig transitions) is calcu¬

lated -from a measured value of the L production cross sec-
cx

tions, and then Eq. (V.15) is divided by a^, aand a^,
each in turn, which yields equations for each of these in

terms of cross-section ratios. Thus one has

al
= cr3V 1[ ^f 13 + f12F23^ + a3//ai + f23^a2^CTl Í-1

• (V.•17)
a2

V
= CT3 'lf23 + ^f 13 + r 12f23'lal//CT2 + CT3/CT2J

(v.: 18)

a3
V

= O -7

3 {i + f23(a2/o3) +(f13 + f l2f13',CTl//a3jr1 •
(V.,19)

The

the

the

cross section ratios are then quite correctly equated to

vacancy ratios, i.e., = V^/V ..

There are several differences between this approach and

more direct approach of Chang et al. The most serious
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one is having to rely on the ratio T'Y /ry1 for the subtrac¬
tion of the comoanent from the Ly2 3 g peak. This ratio
rises quite steeply as a function of Z from zero at about

Z = 70, and is not well known experimentally. Further,

deviations between theory and the experimental fit (Salem
et al. , 1974) are typically 20%. Thus it would be expected

that the equivalence between the two methods would fail as

one increases the Z of the target. This will be examined

in the next chapter. Une further cautiun in the use of the

method of Datz et al. is that the A's refer to the effi-

ci ency- corr ected peak areas. This detail was not mentioned

in their paper and will lead to significant error if the un¬

corrected areas are used for lower Z targets, where tne

efficiency may vary o.ver the energy range of the L-shell

transitions. .Both methods were used in this work to convert

production cross sections to subshell ionization cross sec¬

tions, and the results are compared to theory in the follow¬

ing chapter.

There has been much concern about the effect of mul¬

tiple ionization on single vacancy radiative and non-radia-

tive rates. A statistical procedure has been described

((YlcGuire, 1969) which corrects single vacancy Auger and x-ray

transition rates for population changes in the outer shells.

Applied to argon (Larkins, 1971) it predicts an upward

change of about 00% in the K-shell fluorescence yield as

additional vacancies in the L-shell are created. This pro¬

cedure essentially agrees with the results of Bhalla and
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L'Jalters (1972) who have calculated the fluorescence yield

using wave Functions appropriate to multiply ionized atomic

states.

In the case of the L-shell fluorescence yield, the

statistical approach predicts an upward change of up to two

orders of magnitude (Larkins, 1971) as the number of [Yl-shell

vacancies is incressea. Argon is an extreme case, since an¬

other calculation of the same type for capper (Fortner

et al. , 1 972) yields results for which are relatively in¬

sensitive to 111-shell vacancies. Argon is such an extreme

case because the dominant L-shell x-ray transitions for it

are 3s to 2p (L^ and L-^ J. Thus as one removes the less
tightly bound 3p electrons, the Auger rates are strongly

, reduced, with the x-ray rates relatively unchanged. Copper,

on the other hand, has dominant x-ray transitions which are

more characteristic of higher 7 atoms, with the principal

transitions being 3d to 2p (La^ ?). Hence, as the most
weakly bound [Yl-shell electrons (3d) are removed, Auger and

x-ray rates are about egually affected. As in the case of

the K-shell, the L-shell fluorescence yields are relatively

unaffected by additional ionizations from the levels higher

than the [Yl-shell, since the dominant transitions are from

the [Yl-shell for all higher Z atoms. From this we may con¬

clude that, granting there is no additional L- and (Yl-shell

ionization occurring with single vacancies in the L-shell,

then single vacancy values for the L-shell fluorescence

yields may he used with relative confidence. For alpha
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particles at the energies considered in this work, this is

probably a very good assumption, since the L-shell binding

energies of the elements considered in the high Z range are

about the same as the K-shell energies of the elements con¬

sidered in the i o la! Z mark. The degree of multiple ioniza¬

tion in the latter is estimated to be negligible (McGuire,

1974). Thus, on the basis of this.very tenuous comparison

between K- and L-shells, the single vacancy values in

Barnbynek _e_t al. ( 1972) will be used for comparison between

experiment and theory for the L-shell data of this work.



CHAPTER VI

COMPARISON OF EXPERI1Y1ENT TO THEORY

The K-shell x-ray production crass sections which were

measured in this work are tabulated in Tables IV and V. The

latter table includes values fur the ratio KCl/K . The total
P a

K-shell x-ray production cross sections for all the elements

considered are shown in Figures 8-10. Also shown in these

figures are the predictions of the BEA, the PIA1BA, and the

PEI8A with binding energy and trajectory corrections (PIAIOABC)
The ionization cross sections predicted by these theories

were converted to production cross sections using the single

vacancy fluorescence yields of McGuire (1989) as tabulated

by Bambynek et_ al. (1972). In addition, results of avail¬

able earlier measurements are shown for comparison. These

include a partial use of measurements from McDaniel ej: al.

(1975a) which covers energies up to 2.5 MeV on a wide range

of targets. Also shown are the results of measurements by

Carlton e_t aJL. (1972) for Mi, Cu, Fe, Co, and Ag, and those

of Lin et_ al. ( 1973) for Ti, (Yin, Zn, 5e, and Sn. Finally,

thin target ionization cross sections for 1-5 (YleV alpha

particle bombardment of Fe and Cu given by lYlcKnight et al.

(1974) have been converted to x-ray production cross sec¬

tions using the K-shell fluorescence yields cited previously

57
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Figure8,MeasuredlowZK-shellx-rayproductioncrosssectionsFor«--particlebombardmentofFe,Ge,Co,andSe.PredictionsoFtheP1AIBA,PlAJBABC,andBEAareshownaswellasdatafrompreviousexperiments.Legend:Athisexperiment;□McDanieletal.(1975);4-Linetal.(.1972);*Carltonetal.(1972);0McKnightetal.(1974),
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Figure9. bombardment areshownas OMcDaniel 0lYlcKniqht
MeasuredlowZK-shellx-rayproductioncrosssectionsfora-particle

ofTi,Mi,\l,Cu,¡Yin,andZn.PredictionsoftheF1Á1BA,PU1BABC,andBEA wellasdatafrompreviousexperiments.Legend:athisexperiment; etal.(19751;-**Linet_a_l.(1972);%.Carltonetal.(1972); etaT.(1974),'
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Ea( MeV)
Figure 10. ÍYIeasured mid Z K-shell x-ray production cross

sections for a-particle bombardment of Y, Ag, and Sn. Pre¬
dictions of the PU1BA, PLUBABC, and BEA are shown as well as
data from previous experiments. Legend: PUUBA- - PLUBABC

; BEA—o this experiment; □ filcDaniel et al.
(1975); + Lin et_ al. (1972); x Carlton et al. {l9Tz)~
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As is seen from the figures, all previous results agree

with the results of the present work (with only a few excep¬

tions), within the experimental uncertainty estimated in

Chapter III. lAihile all theories appear to reproduce the

general shape of the data, the PlAiBfl consistently Dver-pre-

dicts the measured cross sections for all elements and ener¬

gies considered, as does the BEA for the lower Z elements.

For these latter elements, the best results are obtained

using the P1ÁI3ABC, as is the case with low energy proton bom¬

bardment also. However, there is a trend with increasing

target Z for the experimental cross sections to rise above

the PIAIBABC and more closelv agree to the PiAJBA. It has been

suggested (Choi, 1971) that for higher Z atoms, relativistic,

effects in the K-shells may be important in determining

cross section magnitudes. It was noted that the inclusion

of relativistic wave functions in the PIAIBA analysis tended

to raise the predicted cross sections. Perhaps a combina¬

tion of relativistic corrections and the corrections de¬

scribed in Chapter IV will be needed to adequately describe

the K-shell cross sections for all elements.

The major components of the L-shell characteristic

x-ray spectrum were resolved as described in Chapter III.

The production cross sections were then determined for each

component, and these are shown in Table VI. They are also

shown platted in Figures 11-18. For comparison, the ioni¬

zation cross sections predicted by the various theories were

converted to production cross sections using Eqs. (V.6-8)
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10 2.0 td 40
Ea(MeV)

Figure 11. Pleasured La production cross sections
for a-particle bombardment of Hf, Pb, and U. Legend:
PL!1 BA — — — ; PIA1BABC ; BE A — ; O this experiment.
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Figure 12. Measured l_j> production cress sections
for a-particle bombardment of Hf, Pb, and U. Legend:
PLU BA — — — ; P1ÁIBA3C ; BE A— • — —; O this experiment.
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Figure 13. measured L ¡3 production cross sections
for a-particle bombardment of Hf, Pb, and U. Legend:
PIAJBA — — — ; PiilBABC ; BEA — ; O this experiment.



Ea(MeV)
Figure 14. Measured Ly-^ production cross sections

for a-osrticle bondardnent of Hf, Pb, and U. Legend:
PL'JBA — — —; PLIÍBABC ; 3EA— ; O this experiment.
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Figure 15. Measured Ly^ ^ g production cross sections
for a-particle bombardment of’Hf, Pb, and LI. Legend:
PL'JBA — — —; PLUBA3C ; BEA — ; O this experiment.
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Figure 17. measured La and production cross sec¬
tions for a-particle bombardment of Au. Legend: PIA1BA
— ; PIAIBAB ; P1AIBABC — ; O this experiment.
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EQ(MeV)

I

Figure 18. measured Ly-^ and Ly^ ^ g production crass
sections for a-particle bombardment*of Au. Legend: PIA1QA

: PU1BAB ; PiAiBAC ; O this experiment.
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and (V.10-11). The nan-radiative rates used for this con¬

version were those calculated by [YlcGuire ( 1970) and tabu¬

lated by Bambynek e_t al. ( 1972), while the radiative rates

were taken from the latest relativistic calculations of

5cofield (1974). There are no published experimental values

for alpha-induced L-shell production cross sections, so com¬

parison to previous experiments is strictly qualitative.

The most important tiling to note on these graphs is the

apparent overall agreement of the PLUG A to the results ob¬

tained. The only exceptions to this are the results for the

and components, which show a tendency to fall below

the predictions of the PliJBA. This tendency has been noted

by Gray e_t a_l. ( 1975) in data taken with protons, alphas,

and lithium ions, and who attribute the discrepancy in the

Lv. and L relative to the L production cross sectionsyl y2,3,6 a
to the effect of the binding energy correction for the Lj
and l_2 subshells. They suggest that a fixed average bind¬
ing energy increase may net be sophisticated enough to de¬

scribe the differences in the L-subshells. Brandt and

Lapicki (1974) have suggested that similar results in the

subshell data of Datz e_t a_l. ( 1974) might be due to changes

in the radiative and non-radiative atomic parameters due to

multiple vacancy production. Possibilities for this have

been discussed in Chapters IV and V. Evidence of multiple

inner-shell ionization shows up as energy shifts in the peak

positions. As an experimental check, the data reported here

were analyzed for peak position shifts as functions of
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energy and target, as uie 11 as between proton and alpha bom¬

bardment. No such shifts mere measurable. While this does

not rule out the possibility of multiple ionization, it does

indicate that the multiple ionization mas not severe enough

to cause measurable peak shifts.

An interesting feature of the subshell atomic mave

function is apparent in the cross section for the Lv~ _ _

*2,3,6

group of transitions. The L-^ subshell is described by a 2s
mave function, mhich for hydrogenic atoms has a node at a

radial distance of approximately 2a /Z^» where is the
Bohr radius and Z, is the screened nuclear charge (usually

taken as Z-4.15J. This node causes an inflection in the

predicted ionization cross section, mhich is shomn in

Figure 19 for the P1AJBA. The energy dependence of this

’kink' in the cross section can be understood in terms of

the semiclassical approach of Bang and Hansteen (1959). This

analysis indicates that the ionization cross section is pro¬

portional to an 'optimum penetration distance,' mhich is a

function of projectile energy. When this distance corre¬

sponds to the position of the node in the 2s mave function,

i.e., where the 2s electron has the least chance to be, then

an inflection in the crass section is predicted. For haf¬

nium, this inflection occurs betmeen about 3.D and 3.5 (Yle\J

for incident alpha particles and is observable in the

L y 2 ^ ^ production cross section. The form of the BE A used
(Hansen, 1973) does not predict the inflection at this en¬

ergy; homever, the position is predicted quite mell for both
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Figure 19. Theoretical L-subshell ionization

cross sections for a-particle bombardment of Au
for the PL'J3A .
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the PUJBA and PWBABC. The energy range covered here was not

high enough to fully explore the behavior of this inflection

as a function of energy and projectile. Gray e_t a_l. ( 1975)
have done so and determined that the inflection is best de¬

scribed by the PIAJBA, since the binding energy correction

causes an upward shift in its position, which is not ob¬

served.

It is often instructive to consider ratios of cross

sections to bring out certain details of structure, since

magnitude discrepancies cancel. The ratios to Ly^, anda

Lv„ „ r to Lv, are shown in Figures 2H and 21. For hioher52,3 , □ s 1

projectile energies the latter ratio shows a minimum and

then a gradual rise. The energy range considered here was

such that this minimum was reached only for hafnium. For

this ratio, the PUJBA appears to describe the data best.

However, the PlAJBA predictions of L^/Ly^ fall consistently
above the data, again due to the fact that the PLUBA over¬

estimates the L production cross section, but not the LY .

This trend increases with target Z and may be able to be

explained using relativistic corrections, which have yet to

be applied fully to analyses of this type. Chang et al.

(1975) have noted that where relativistic calculations have

been completed, they tend to raise the subshell cross sec¬

tions rather more for the and subshells than the L^,
and especially more at lower projectile energy. This would

seem to support the use of relativistic corrections along

with the binding and trajectory corrections to get the best

theoretical modeling.
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Figure 20. measured x-ray production cross section
ratios La/l_Y^ for a-particle bombardment of HF, Au, Pb,
and U. Legend: PIAiBA ; BEA — ; O this
experiment.
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Figure 21. Measured x-ray production cross section
ratios Ly^/Ly^ ^ 5 f'or a-particle bombardment of Hf, Au,
Pb, and U. Legend: PiAJSA ; BEA ; o this
experiment.
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In Chapter V, tiajq methods of converting experimental

production cross sections to ionization cross sections were

discussed. The method of Chang e_t a_l_. ( 1975) was the more

straightforward, and was used to convert the measured pro¬

duction cross sections to ionization cross sections for com¬

parison to theory, using Eqs. (V.IC), (l/.9) and (M. 7). How¬

ever, unlike Chang trt al. who used theoretical values for

atomic parameters to do this conversion, the available ex¬

perimental values were used. This approach was chosen to

give a mare realistic experimental value for the ionization

cross sections so inferred, rather than a mixture between

theory and experiment. Another reason was the possibility

of better agreement being reached in the comparison of these

more truly experimental values to the direct predictions of

the theory, free of passible errors introduced through the

use of theoretical atomic parameters. In most cases, there

is little variance between theoretical and experimental

atomic parameters, 1 he exceptions to this are the critical

values of L^, and fluorescence yields and Coster-Kronig
transition rates involving these subshells, where there is

considerable discrepancy as discussed in Chapter V. The

experimental values for the radiative widths were taken from

the 'most probable values' in the review by 5alem et al.

(1974). This source did not include same less important

transitions, which are needed to determine the total radia¬

tive widths of the subshells. To estimate these undetermined

radiative widths, a scaling procedure was used between
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theoretical and known experimental rates which occur between

the same two shells. Thus the unknown experimental rate

was determined from the known experimental rate Fy by
scaling Ty^ to the theoretical ratio Ey^/r^. This proce¬
dure is assumed to be valid since known experimental rates

scale like the theory between the same two shells. Also,

the unknown rates never contributed more than 10% to the

total subshell width for any subshell.

Experimental non-radiat ive rates were taken from exper¬

imental data tabulated by Bambynek e_t al „ ( 1972). Where

values were not given, they were estimated from the remain-

ino data. A full set of measured «. and f.. were available
i i.l

only for lead, hence this element will be focused upon for

the comparison between theory and experiment.. The subshell

cross sections that, .were determined using the method of

Chang e_t al. and the experimental atomic parameters are

shown in figures 22-25. For lead, which was typical of the

other elements studied, the effect of using the experimental

atomic parameters was to raise ttie calculated subshell

cross sections by an average of 17% relative to calculations

made with the theoretical atomic parameters. The and L-^
cross sections, on the other hand, were lowered by an aver¬

age of 16% and 11% respectively. These changes have the

effect of causing better agreement with the predictions of

the P1AJBA. The difference in cross sections is due to the

difference between the experimental and theoretical Coster-

Kroni g rates f12’ and the and subshell fluorescence
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Ea(MeV)
figure 22. treasured Lj subshell ionization cross

section for a-particle bombardment of Hf, Au, and U.
Legend: P1AIBA ; BEA ; P1AJBABC ; o this
experiment.
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Figure 23. Measured l_2 subshell ionization cross
section for a-particle bombardment of Hf, Au, and U.
Legend: PIAJBA- ; BEA ; PUfBABC ;
O this experiment.
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Figure 24. Measured L3 subshell ionization cross
section for a-particle bombardment of Hf, Au, and U.
Legend: P1AIBA ; BEA ; PUIBABC ; o this
experiment.
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Figure 25. Measured subshell ionization cross
sections for a-particle bombardment of Pb. Legend:
PWBA ; P1AIBAB ; PliJBAC ; 0 this
experiment.
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yields. The experimental value of the former is larger by

over a factor of two, while the ratio of the two latter is

larger by about 15% relative to toe theory. These larger

values cause decreases in the L-^ and and a consequent in¬
crease in the subshell cross sections. Since more con¬

sistent results relative to the theories are gained, it is

net unreasonable to assume that the experimentally measured

non-radiat ive rates are probably more correct than their

theoretical counterparts. The relative difference in the

radiative rates, although present, is riot sufficient to have

noticeable effect on the cross sections. Certainly more

work is necessary both theoretically and experimentally in

the determination of fluorescence yields and Coster-Kronig

transition rates.

An interesting exercise is to use the experimentally

determined ionization cross sections in Eq. ( V . 8 ) to calcu¬

late a value for the L0 production cross section. ThisP

value may then be compared to the production cross section

which was measured directly from the x-ray peak as a con¬

sistency check. This was done for all the L-shell data and

agreement was generally quite good. There was a trend for

the measured values to fall below the computed values with

increasing energy. This may possibly be due to inaccurate

fitting of the very complicated bQ Group of peaks. As theP

energy was increased, too much background may have been sub¬

tracted in the fitting routine, which should actually have

been included as part of the L0 complex. However, theP
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effect of this was not ser i ous, wi t h the difference at 4 ITleV

beinn only about 10% for gold, which was typical of the

other elements considered.

The subshell cross section ratios L^/L^ and L^/L^ are
shown in Figures 26 and 27, compared to the predictions of

the PWBA and the BEA. They show the same features as the

ratios L /LVl and Lv„ „ c/Lv, respectively, as would be ex-tt 5 1 5 z, j , b l

pected. Considering the ratio L^/L^ first, one sees good
agreement for hafnium, gold, and lead, but serious disagree¬

ment with uranium. Because the cross sections decrease

sharply with increasing Z, the latter poor agreement may be

due to low counting statistics. There may also be problems

with the atomic parameters which were used in the analysis,

since they are not at all well known for uranium. Also,

relativistic effects are bound to be.more important for

higher Z elements, so perhaps this too is a factor.

The other ratio has the same characteristics as

the previously discussed ratio, agreement with the PWBA being

good for hafnium, but successively poorer for the higher Z

elements. The fact that this ratio falls so far below the

theory is due to the overestimation of the measured sub¬

shell cross section by the PWBA. Again, as discussed pre¬

viously, this may be due to differences in the subshells as

far as the effect of increased binding in slow collisions is

concerned. The low energy dip in the ratio L^/L^ for gold,
reported by Datz _et al. ( 1974) and Chang et_ al. (1975), was

not observed in this work. Again, this may be due to the
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Figure 26. Measured subshell ionization cross
section ratios L3/L2 for a-particle bombardment of Hf,
Au, Pb, and U. Legend: PIAIBA ; BEA ; o this
experiment.
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Figure 27. Measured subshell ionization cross
section ratios tor a-particle bombardment of Hf,
Au, Pb, and U. Legend: PtiJEA ; BEA ; o this
experiment.
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effect of the low statistics. The error bars shewn are

typical of this, and for the lowest energy data, the uncer¬

tainty is as high as 3 5?o.

Finally, the effect of the different methods of infer¬

ring ionization cross sections from measured production

cross sections discussed in Chapter \! were compared. It was

found that the two methods agreed within experimental error

for nearly all targets and energies. The scattered devia¬

tions which were observed were probably due to inaccuracies

in the fitting of the L complex, since both methods relyV

(although in different ways) on being able to accurately

separate the L-y peak from the LY peak. There were ap-

oarently no systematic deviations with Z, probably because

the factor T Vrv, was not that critical in determining the8 6 * 1

cross sections. From this it is concluded that the two

methods are indeed equivalent; however, the method of Chang
et al. is certainly the more straightforward and is less

dependent upon the atomic parameters.



CHAPTER UII

CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, alpha-part icle-induced K-shell x-ray

production cross sections have been measured for 13 elements

of Z between 22 and 50. These have been compared to various

theoretical predictions and the results of other experiments.

The comparison indicates that the data are best described

by the plane-wave Born approximation with binding energy and
Coulomb trajectory corrections (PIAI3ABC). There was a ten¬

dency with increasing target Z for the measured cross sec¬

tions to fall above the predictions of the PIAIBABC. It was

i

suggested that this deviation may be due to relativistic

effects in K-shell wave functions.

In addition, L-shell x-ray production cross sections

were determined for the major components of the alpha-par¬

ticle-induced L-shell x-ray spectra of four elements of Z =

72 to 92. These cross sections were compared to the various

theories and the best overall agreement was obtained with

the plane-wave Born approximation with no corrections (PIAJBA).
Inconsistencies between production cross sections charac¬

teristic of different subshells were discussed and mention

was made of the possibility of binding energy correction

variations between the subshells. Ratios of cross sections

were examined, which enhance the trends noticed.
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Finally, L-subshell ionization cross sections were in¬

ferred from measured cross sections using the method of

Chang _e_t al. (lh7b) and available experimental radiative

and non-radiative transition probabilities. These were com¬

pared to the direct predictions of the various theories,

with more consistent results with the PIUBA being obtained,

relative to tne same calculations performed using theoreti¬

cal atomic parameters. This result points out the need for

further refinements in the theoretical predictions of the

L-subshell fluorescence yields and Coster-Kronig transition

probabilit ies.

There were several problems associated with the data

obtained in this experiment. Td begin with, all the cross

section values measured were affected by the large uncer¬

tainty in the measured x-ray detector efficiency and parti¬

cle detector solid angle. This uncertainty was due to the

high uncertainty in the strengths of the sources used for

this determination. A much more precise experiment could

have been performed using sources which were calibrated to

a higher degree of accuracy.

The scatter which was sometimes apparent in the mea¬

sured cross sections was mostly due to low counting statis¬

tics. The low energy cross sections were often quite small

in magnitude and target thicknesses used were quite small,

thus requiring large amounts of time to accumulate sufficient

counts. A better experiment could have been performed if

more time had been allotted to measuring fewer points more

accurately.
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For the L-shell cross sections, additional scatter was

introduced because of fitting inaccuracies. The fitting

program which was developed for use on these spectra was

quite sufficient for well resolved peaks of good statistics,

but the fitting quality decreased when resolution of multi¬

ple peaks with low statistics was necessary. This problem

could have been circumvented by using a more accurate and

elaborate fitting routine, such as one of those described in

Chapter III. Circumstances did not permit this, and thus

the present experiment had a rather large uncertainty as¬

sociated wit.h it.

For all the problems outlined above, the results ob¬

tained in this experiment have.still buen able to shed

light on, and raise further.quest ions concerning, the theo¬

retical treatment of K- and L-shell ionization 'by alpha par¬

ticles. It is expected that future experiments of this

nature will be performed, and further theoretical develop¬

ments will arise, which will make charged-particle-induced

inner-shell ionization phenomena still better understood.
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